setUseGPUFlat fails

09/26/2016 04:36 PM - Anchi Cheng

A function name change caused this error on programs that uses apDDprocess.py

Associated revisions

Revision 10b6c780 - 09/26/2016 04:34 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #4472 setUseFrameAlignerFlat replacement

Revision 402e2531 - 09/26/2016 04:41 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #4472 setUseFrameAlignerFlat replacement, added unblur

Revision e62b0feb - 09/26/2016 04:50 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #4472 get method, too

Revision 9586696a - 09/26/2016 04:52 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #4472 get method, too

History

#1 - 02/02/2018 07:33 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed